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Agenda
• Definitions, aims, and context
• Biological constraints and opportunities
• Social constraints
• What is needed moving forward



Aim: Try to connect basic biotech  
ideas and methods to practical 
outcomes in the context of intensive 
forestry systems

Illustrated with examples from my 
laboratory’s work, old and new – a 
microcosm

Most focus on biomass growth or  
allocation as indexes of carbon uptake



Gene edit/GMO (GE) = “biotech” for the 
purpose of this talk – not genomic breeding 
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plant breeding
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Overview 
of steps to 
create 
a GE plant



Poplar plantations are 
examples of my research 
ecosystem



Eucalypts in Brazil another example of the relevant 
ecosystem for this talk

Super productive due to conventional 
breeding – exotics, clones, hybrids, 
continued cycles of infusion and testing



Biotech for wild forest 
trees?  
American chestnut and 
other wild forest 
species under serious 
threat worldwide – but 
most are not
amenable to biotech 
due to inadequate 
research, regulatory 
and market obstacles, 
and recalcitrance to 
transformation/editing



Relationship of breeding and biotech

Breeding populations Biotech innovations

Polygenic:
Growth rate and 

adaptation

Oligogenic:
Specific modifications and 

novel traits

These need to be integrated in a way 
that does not slow down conventional breeding, with its growing power 

due to physiological and genomic innovations



Key issues for integration of breeding 
and biotech
• Difficulty of adding new traits to breeding 

populations 
– Efficiency of transformation and gene editing, trait 

control, rapid flowering, gene action
• Effect of physiology-modifying traits on breeding 

advances and performance (pleiotropy, genetic 
diversity)

• Serious costs and constraints to doing the needed 
field research and breeding
– Public and private sector investments
– Regulations and market restrictions
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Developmental biology and 
transformation are growing together –
but it’s a “long strange trip”

Some of the current work in my laboratory to develop 
DEV-gene facilitated in planta transformation for 
woody plants

Most of the time these silver-bullet genes do not work, or 
depend strongly on genotype, physiology, and environment



Our trait control toolkit is deficient – a 
case study of meristem specific excision

Tested WUSCHEL, SHOOT MERISTEMLESS, and 
CSP3 promoters -- that are strongly meristem 
dominant in Arabidopsis -- in transgenic poplars 
using promoter:GFP fusions

STM:GFP



Meristem dominant expression but 
also strong callus expression

Cre recombinase excision efficiency, with added Dex induction 
handle, extremely low – likely due to target methylation 



Essential for large, vir-launched T-
DNAs from systems like GAANTRY to 
create “normal” chromosomal 
environment?   

Construct with elements to promote transgenic tissue growth, stabilize expression, 
give inducible Cre expression, do directed gene editing at two gene targets, and 

overexpress purple pigment genes



Our experience: “off the shelf” 
transformation, gene expression 
control and excision systems, work 
poorly or not at all

Much more translational “synthetic 
biology” research needed to take good 
ideas, proof-of-concept methods, and 
make them reliable technology in 
important crops



Greenhouse to field: Some 
victories, many disappointments



Modification of gibberellin activity 
modifies growth and biomass 
allocation – but highly variable effects 
in greenhouse vs. field



Much metabolic engineering innovation 
needed for major, novel products



Field trials can pleasantly surprise too



“Old” biotech traits can give large benefits –
yield and water use (LCA) value of herbicide 
tolerance in poplar

r



Large yield benefits from pest 
resistance genes in poplar



RNAi suppression and gene editing 
powerful tools for genetic containment
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Regulations largely assume that all  
recombinant DNA insertions are guilty until 
proven innocent by extensive research



The ~new 2020 USDA SECURE system is more 
enlightened – but improvement likely to be small

Classes vs. insertion events regulated, but all transgenics 
now brought under regulation, and very limited exemptions



There is still some movement for more 
ambitious changes – politically difficult



Started by the Forest 
Stewardship Council, 
major principle:  
“genetically 
modified trees are 
prohibited”

“Green certification” creates severe 
barriers to field research, markets for 
GMO and gene edited trees

A big deal: 
Many of the most highly 
managed forests and their 
products are certified 

~500 million hectares, 
~13% global forest area



All major forest certification systems banned  
GE trees over time – no exemptions
System Region GM Tree Approach / Reason

PEFC : Programme for Endorsement of 
Forest Certification

International Banned / Precautionary approach
based on lack of data

FSC : Forest Stewardship Council International Banned / Precautionary approach
based on lack of data

CerFlor : Certificação Florestal Brazil Banned via PEFC registration / 
No additional rationale

CertFor : Certficación Forestal Chile Banned via PEFC registration /
No additional rationale

SFI : Sustainable Forestry Initiative North America Banned via PEFC registration /
Awaiting risk-benefit data

ATFS : American Tree Farm System USA Banned via PEFC registration /
No additional rationale

CSA : Canadian Standards Association Canada Banned via PEFC registration /
Allows public to determine approach

CFCC : China Forest Certification Council China Banned via PEFC registration /
No additional rationale

Adam Costanza, Institute for Forest Biotechnology



In 2001 and 2015, 
forest genetic and 
biotech scientists 
publicly criticized 
FSC for their 
complete ban on 
GMOs – because it 
does not allow field 
research or 
breeding with them 
on certified lands
…with little effect



Petition created to end GMO ban by certification 
programs – implemented by Alliance for Science at 
Cornell University, USA



Endorsed by the largest scientific 
society of plant biologists in the world



Letter published 
in Science about it 
(September 2019)



The result: Helped to initiate a 
reconsideration by FSC of a small part 
of their ban -- that of “associated 
uses” -- whereby a certified company 
can also grow and sell non-certified 
GMO materials
A small start, but better than the last 
~30 years of zero movement?  Status 
of proposal unclear at present, may  
be seriously watered down….stay 
tuned
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Biological priorities … if we wish to 
make biotech tools broadly available for 
dealing with the climate emergency…
• Much more efficient transformation, 

regeneration and editing systems – much 
promise, but supported by very limited public 
translational research

• Much better developed and crop-tested 
recombinant DNA/synthetic biology tools such as 
insulator, induction, excision, and promoter 
systems

• Much expanded public field tests in key crop 
systems of physiological trait modifications – in 
diverse environments and genotypes and species



Social system changes … if we wish to 
make biotech tools broadly available for 
dealing with the climate emergency…

• Extensive pre-field-research regulatory decisions 
to enable facile integration with breeding – USDA 
SECURE intentions tested and much expanded

• Modified regulatory emphasis on novel classes of  
traits compared to breeding and management, not 
based on novel insertion events or expression 
tweaks

• Elimination of the “green” certification ban on all 
GMO/GEs from certified companies and forests



The challenge is immense
• The pace of climate change is outpacing the 

capacity for adaptation in general, and via 
breeding and biotech as we know them
– To have a chance to contribute we need extreme 

efficiency and to embrace, not seek to eliminate, risk of 
novel research avenues

– We have perverted the “precautionary principle” ?
• There is no shortage of research demonstrations of 

heat, drought, salt, flood resistances in crops – but 
most never go beyond the lab or boutique study –
we need much expanded public field tests

• An ambitious, large scale “translational biotech 
climate research initiative” is urgently needed if 
we wish to have these options at hand in a time 
frame that might matter 

Link

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.iberdrola.com%2Fenvironment%2Fclimate-change-mitigation-and-adaptation&psig=AOvVaw2EnSn6gHMukaJwgsz_8X_0&ust=1636660860360000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAsQjRxqFwoTCLD3kYHLjvQCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAJ
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